FINAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Dear participants of OTAMP2006!
The conference is approaching and there is only one week left. We hope
that you have already arranged your travel and we are waiting for you in
Lund.
The Registration desk will be opened on Thursday, June 15 from 16.00
and on Friday, June 16 from 8.00. It will be situated at Mathematical Annex.
It is marked by MA on the map of LTH campus
http://www.maths.lth.se/matematiklth/personal/kurasov/OTAMP2006/campuskarta.pdf
(You may find hotel Sparta on the same map as well.) The campus of
LTH can easily be reached by foot from the railway station Lund Central,
but I recommend for those coming for the first time to take taxi from the
station (the price should not exceed 100 SEK).
The registration on Thursday will be followed by welcome reception to
start at about 18.00.
We have placed the Schedule, Book of abstracts and List of reservations
on the web-page of the conference
http://www.maths.lth.se/otamp2006
Could you please check the following:
1. The schedule does not collide with your travel plans
http://www.maths.lth.se/matematiklth/personal/kurasov/OTAMP2006/schedule.pdf
2. The latest version of your abstract is used
http://www.maths.lth.se/matematiklth/personal/kurasov/OTAMP2006/bookabs.pdf
3. There is a room reserved for you
http://www.maths.lth.se/matematiklth/personal/kurasov/OTAMP2006/Hotel.pdf
4. Print out and read information how to reach you accommodation.
http://www.maths.lth.se/matematiklth/personal/kurasov/OTAMP2006/Acc.pdf
What to do if something is wrong:
A. Concerning reservation at hotel Sparta inform the hotel directly hotell.sparta@samhall.se
(The organizers are not able to make these changes anymore).
B. In any other case contact the organizers otamp2006@maths.lth.se.
Please do not hesitate to ask any questions. Taking into account your
questions the Final Announcement will be updated continuously, hence check
the lates version before posing your question.
If you have questions during the conference contact Pavel Kurasov cell
phone 0708-223416 (inside Sweden) , +46 708223416 (from outside Sweden).
Looking forward to meeting you in Lund,
Pavel Kurasov
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